I - Section one: Reading and interpreting: (7pts)

A- Comprehension
1- Expository ...................................................(0.5)
2- True or false : 1/F  2/T  3/F    4/F .................................(2)
3- Answering questions .......................................................(2)
   a) The point coasts were.
   b) 100 miles west of Oran.
4 - In paragraph 2.................................................................(0.5)
5- Word reference: who = carthaginians  he = Massinissa ........(0.5)
6 – Synonyms: 
   a ) tribes                    
   b) to rule  ....................(0.5)
7 –Opposites : 
   a) indistinguishable 
   b) ancient  .........................(1)

B-Text exploration: (7pts)
1- Table to Complete : .............................................................(2)
   To exist                    existence               existing
   To apply                  application            applied
   To locate                  location                 located
2 - Combining sentences ..........................................................(2)
   - We will discover a lot about Algeria provided that we learn our history.
   - After Carthaginia had been destroyed , the Carthaginians escaped to Numidia.
3 - Asking questions .................................................................(2)
   a) When did the Romans divide the kingdom?
   b) What did they divide?
4 - Gap filling  1/Massinissa  2/educated  3/commander  4/Carthaginian…(1)

II - Section two written expression : (6pts)

Topic one  :
Form ..................................................(4ts)
Content .................................................(2pts)

Topic two  :
Form ..................................................(3pts)
Content ..................................................(3pts)